Dentalfeinmechanik seit 1952

Use and Safety-Instructions
Product:

Activator Tubes

These use and safety instructions are valid for Lewa Activator Tubes 315 AR.
These tubes are made to work together with a Lewa-Dental Facebow for saggital
movement. Each of our products is functionally tested. However, should a product
not function impeccably, despite of our severe controls, we ask you to send it back
to us without delay, under mention of the LOT - Number.
1. Insertion
- Keep care that the activator tube is clean, especially free of oil, grease etc.
- Fix the activator tube according the demanded function into the
prepared plaster - model by using modelling wax.
- Keep care, that the tube itself is isolatet with modelling wax
- Fix the wires and other needed parts at the same manner.
- Spray the acrylic (no Lewa products aviable) into the model.
Be aware, that all parts, especially the activator tubebody is totally encased of the
acrylic.
- Polymerysation of the acrylic according the instructions of the manufacturer.
- Clean the complete plate with hot steam to eleminate the wax
- Check if the arms of the facebow can beput into the tubes.
2. Treatment
Activator Tubes are working together with Facebows. Be aware, that there may be a
risk of hurting the patient if the facebows are used wihout saftey device.
The treatment should be done under medical supervision. In the case of long
threatment, one runs the risk that the parts settles in the mucous membrane. The
treating physician must be aware of that and seize preventive measures.
Caution: This products contains Nickel and Chrom! By patients who present
allergic reactions ( apparition of bubbles, itching), the treatment should be
interrupted.
3. Recommendations to the patient
The appliance should be cleaned very careful. Dirt, lime and tartar can
block the funktion of the appliance. Clean it dayly with the toothbrush, one time
a week it can be cleaned with hot vinegar water.
In the case of permanently inserted devices, take care of a special mouth
hygiene. One should reccomend to the patient an intensive clean by means
of the toothbrush and dental clean-solution.
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